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General presentation of Arcep
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Arcep establishment

The Electronic Communications, Postal and Print media 
distribution Regulatory Authority (Arcep) is an 
independent administrative authority (IAA) created by 
the law of 26 July 1996 to shepherd the process of 
opening the telecom sector up to competition and to 
ensure the provision and financing of the 
telecommunications universal service.

Its purpose and responsibilities have evolved:
• the postal sector in 2005
• the protection of internet neutrality in 2015
• the print media distribution in 2019

It ensures, within the State and under the control of 
Parliament and the judge, the regulation of these sectors.

Its independence from the government results from 
European texts and the need to distinguish, within 
the State, the function of regulator from that of 
shareholder of totally or partially public companies 

Its powers are defined by law:
• Power to impose penalties and to conduct 

investigations to ensure that operators comply 
with their obligations

• Potential referral to the Competition Authority 
or the public prosecutor by the chairman of 
Arcep

• Power to settle disputes between operators 
relating to the technical and financial conditions 
of access or interconnection

Its decisions can be challenged before the 
competent administrative and judicial courts 
(Council of State and Paris Court of Appeal)
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Organization of Arcep: the executive board

The Arcep executive board is composed of 7 members appointed by the President of the 
Republic (3) and the presidents of the two chambers of the Parliament (2 by the Senate and 
2 by the National Assembly) for a 6-year mandate, which is irrevocable and non–renewable.
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Among Arcep’s responsabilities

In the electronic communications sector:
• To define the regulation applicable to all (“symmetric”) or some (“asymmetric”) operators
• To allocate, through individual decisions, frequency or numbering resources
• To oversee the financing and supply of universal service 
• To prescribe "soft law" acts, such as guidelines or recommendations
• To ensure that the openness of the internet is respected 
• To analyze the environmental impact of digital technology

In the postal sector:
• To issue authorizations to postal service operators that deliver items of correspondence
• To evaluate the cost of providing the universal service and to monitor its quality of the service
• To exercise accounting and price supervision over the universal service provider

In the print media distribution sector:
• To issue public opinions on the economic aspects of the price of services provided to print media 

outlets, as part of the public transport and delivery of press publications service 



Data-driven regulation
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« You say you want a revolution »

?

Lack of coverage and 
QoS to be improved

QoS not equal across
ISP’s networks

Users and civil society eager to 
collaborate and contribute to the 

regulatory making process

Need for relevant data to make
relevant choices

We decided to change our
approach:

We stopped making our
national podium and started

to build a program that
would deliver tailor-made 

data to the users

This is the core idea behind
« data-driven regulation ».
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A new regulatory approach

A theoretical framework Main goals

• To empower all users (end-users, private sector, public 
actors, associations, civil society, tech start-ups, etc) 
with more accurate, detailed and personalized 
information

 Encourages investment

 Steers the market in the right direction

• To refine the regulatory tools to rely on the analysis of 
the increasingly rich mass of information available

 Allows to detects weak signals and systemic issues

 Accelerate the regulation process and make it 
more efficient• The nudge theory

Richard Thaler (Nobel Prize 2017) 

Regulation, the Internet Way, Nick Grossman, 2015
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Arcep’s data-driven regulation tools

Generated analytical documents
• 4G coverage maps and stats
• 5G rollout
• High speed fixed internet access stats

open data, open source

Soon…
• Interactives dashboards
• API

Access to fixed internet
• Interactive maps (overseas incl.)
• Address search engine
• List of eligible technologies, theoretical

max internet speed and internet 
providers

• Aggregated statistical information
• Technical information about FttH roll-out

Access to mobile network
• Interactive coverage maps (overseas incl.)
• Quality of Service indicators: measures

from Arcep, partners and crowdsourcing
• Dashboard of KIPs tracking the compliance 

of operators to obligations

monreseaumobile.arcep.fr

maconnexioninternet.arcep.fr
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To empower users by associating them
with the regulatory making process

jalerte.arcep.fr

 An online platform for end-users, professionals, 
consumer associations, local government bodies 
and even stakeholders to notify Arcep of 
malfunctions (« fix it! » approach)

 All the collected alerts are read and processed by 
a team in charge of their classification

 « J’alerte l’Arcep » allows to :

 Detect weak signals (almost) in real time

 Have access to a source of information 
closer to the « field »

 Centralize alerts and sollicitations in a 
database available to all units

 Problems are not adressed individually but the 
users are provided with tailored information and 
recommandation to help with their resolution
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In practice : a horizontal workflow

IT unit

Consumer 
protection 

unit

Business 
units

Data-
driven

regulation
unit

Mobile

Fixed

Setup and guide the data-driven workflows
• a dozen data analysts integrated in several units
• a dedicated infrastructure and resources
• newly acquired skills and experience:
Data storing, processing, analysis, representation,
UI/UX, website development, hosting (Unix) and
administration, etc
• automatisation of processes, scripting

Animate the data-driven regulation
• foster strategic thinking
• ensure uniform and coherent technical choices
• champion Arcep’s views

Ensure adequate powers to collect and publish data
• transparency obligations
• access for investigative and/or monitoring purposes
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« Virtuous circle » :

Encourage actors to 

invest in order to 

differentiate

Stimulate the public 

debate

Third party data usage

The main steps towards a data-driven regulation

Collect data from 
several producers

Store & 
analyze

Publish information 
for end-users

Interactive maps

Observatories

Open Data

Arcep measures

Crowdsourcing

Alerts
Partners

Operators

Change 
behaviours

…in case of an obligation 

not respected



An outcome focused 
regulatory approach 
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Driving telecom investments

2015

Mobile network coverage (4G) Optical fiber roll-out

2020 2015 2020



Conclusion
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Data-driven regulation perspectives

An ambition shared 
among 8 French 

regulators

OECD workstream
“Shaping the future of regulators”

Emergence of comparison and 
evaluation tools in other sectors: 

Yuka (foodtech)
Open Terms Archive

A necessary step towards 
digital sustainability

Perspectives in digital regulation:
- algorithmic transparency
- an ever-evolving market which

requires a constant agile and 
data-driven supervision
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Questions ?


